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Global. Trusted. Actionable.
Detailed insights for compliance, improvement and acceleration on your sustainability journey
I’m looking for sustainability solutions for:
 MY SUPPLY CHAIN MY BUSINESS


Main content
For companies of any size, in any industry, anywhere

 2 M+
 Companies screened

 130000 +
 Companies rated

 180 +
 Countries covered

 220 +
 Industries covered



From Risk & Compliance to Value & Impact
EcoVadis helps you manage ESG risk and compliance, meet corporate sustainability goals, and drive impact at scale by guiding the sustainability performance improvement of your company and your value chain.


  The content of this page is blocked because you have chosen to reject our website cookies. If you wish to access the content of this page, you need to modify your choices concerning cookies in the cookies settings and refresh the page.
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Manage Sustainability 
 Risk and Compliance
Fast and thorough coverage of supply chain sustainability/ESG risks and regulations: Contactless risk scanning, robust due diligence and mitigation via evidence-based ratings, ready-to-submit reports.
Learn more
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Drive Scope 3 Decarbonization
Hit net-zero targets: Hotspot mapping, benchmarks, e-learning and improvement tools to engage, build maturity, calculate, report and reduce GHG emissions across your value chain.
Learn more
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Create Sustainable 
 Value and Impact
Achieve your sustainability goals: Globally trusted scorecards, ecosystem and improvement platform create mutual value and drive impact at scale.
Learn more








Our Customers
Over 1200 enterprises – from the largest global brands to regional leaders and mid-size companies – rely on EcoVadis to assess and manage sustainability practices within their supply chain.


 Air France-KLMFounded in 1933, Air France is a founding Member of SkyTeam. Air France is always pursuing an ongoing policy focused on quality and innovation. Tailoring products and services to customers’ expectations is one of the most important challenges of Air France. Our efforts have led to major overhauls, such as the introduction of the New Travel Concept on long-haul flights, in particular with the new cabin layout in La Première (First Class), Affaires (Business Class), Premium Voyageur (Premium Economy) and Voyageur (Economy) cabins, along with significant changes to medium-haul flights.
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We chose EcoVadis because we believe that we should work with subject matter experts, because we do not have the resources in-house and because EcoVadis has made it possible for us to have a procedure, a network of suppliers and a structured method for the evaluation of suppliers. It fully meets our needs and I think it can meet the needs of many companies.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Christine Maginot Procurement Process and Performance Senior Manager








 Atlinks Holding Ltd.Atlinks is principally engaged in home and office telecommunication product designing. Their customers include large consumers retail chain stores, telecom operators and distributors mainly located in Europe and Latin America.
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Back in 2012, one first-tier telecom operator customer requested us to fill in the questionnaire as a supplier and then a second one. We soon saw the benefits of joining the EcoVadis program. It is a very well-known platform for CSR evaluation and other customers were also asking to see our assessment. Plus the fact that we got good results encouraged us to communicate this more widely to our customers.
 Sustainability assessments are now part of our management system and are planned at the end of the yearly cycle of activities, programs, training, audits, awareness and reviews. This has also proved very useful for our IPO because the Hong Kong Exchange market is very demanding when it comes to sustainability. We had a number of initiatives in place before but EcoVadis helped us structure them and create value for our customers.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Carmen Hualda CSR Manager








 AtosAtos is a French multinational information technology (IT) service and consulting company headquartered in Bezons, France and offices worldwide. It specialises in hi-tech transactional services, unified communications, cloud, big data and cybersecurity services.
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We at procurement have to help our sales organization with bids to our customers or clients or potential clients. Certainly, we've seen recently that more clients are asking for a sustainability criteria or even an EcoVadis score within the bid package that we're putting back. In the UK, we won a public sector bid. The difference was the fact that we had a CSR score and a sustainability program that we could reference and that they recognized.

	 View Case Study 
	Watch Testimonial
 

 Peter Hobday Deputy CPO








 AXAAXA is a French multinational insurance firm headquartered in the 8th arrondissement of Paris that engages in global insurance, investment management, and other financial services.
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The benefit of working with EcoVadis is their expertise and their support to train our procurement colleagues and helping us to redefined our processes to understand the risks and proactively address them.

	 Watch testimonial 

 Simon Lodge Head of category management, AXA UK








 Becker’s GroupThe Beckers Group is a global coatings company that is focused on developing high-quality environmentally compatible paint systems. With expertise based on their long history dating back over 150 years, Beckers today provides solutions to customers in 60 countries.
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EcoVadis is a good guideline for the suppliers to develop their processes and performance, diminishing the long term supply risk [for Becker's Group]

	 View Case Study 
	 Watch testimonial 

 Thomas Lueder Global Director Procurement and Supply Chain Management 








 BelronBelron International Ltd. is the world’s leading provider of vehicle glass repair and replacement (VGRR) services. The company operates a network of thousands of glass replacement service centers, backed by a mobile repair fleet.
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For me, as a CSR director, it is very important to have this kind of tool to engage people in the strategy. We send the score to the partners that ask us to be evaluated by EcoVadis, and we also give this score to the other partners who have not asked us to be evaluated. This gives us an external approval, external approach of what we do, and this is something very important.

	 View Case Study 

 Belron International Ltd. CSR & Corporate Communication Officer


We adopted the EcoVadis platform because it was one of the longest established assessment platforms with a good robust approach to assessing and reviewing performance in the sustainability area. Also, we had one of our key clients who was requiring us to complete it as a supplier,  and this basically gave us a really good synergy to adopt a program,  which not only was satisfying our clients, but which also was helping us internally to drive sustainable thinking and embedding a sustainable approach to business within each of our organizations. The thing that we really like about the EcoVadis platform is a template which each of our businesses can adopt and can use to help them for their own purposes, for their own priorities within their particular country, within their particular market and it gives them their own local ownership.

	 View Case Study 

 Belron International Ltd. Head of CSR Measurement & Environmental Efficiency








 CascadesFounded in 1964, Cascades offers sustainable, innovative and value-added packaging, hygiene and recovery solutions. Cascades provides innovative products that customers have come to rely on, while contributing to the well-being of people, communities and the entire planet.
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In 2012, all the evaluations were conducted in-house and our sustainable development team looked at several companies that could support us. EcoVadis was the most advanced among them and the one we decided to go for. And last year, when it was time to renew our contract, we looked again at what's available in the market and decided to continue with EcoVadis. One of the things we really appreciate is the support we receive from the experts who work with us to help us improve.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Chantale Rouleau Procurement Director








 CienaCiena is a networking systems, services and software company. They provide solutions that help their clients create the Adaptive NetworkTM in response to the constantly changing demands of their users.
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The scorecard feedback is relatively easy to use and understand and includes integrated corrective actions. The format highlights focus areas which is helpful when talking with buyers about a supplier’s performance.

	 View Case Study 

 Mark Stevens Director of Corporate Social Responsibility"








 ClariantClariant AG is a Swiss speciality chemicals company, formed in 1995 as a spin-off from Sandoz. The company is focused on four business areas: care chemicals (consumer and industrial); catalysis; natural resources (oil & mining, minerals); and plastics & coatings.
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The key advantages and benefits of the EcoVadis methodology are that it is extremely flexible, so it can adapt to the supplier profile across industries, geographies and sizes. Additionally, it not only provides a score, but it provides a basis for suppliers to drive an improvement program. The suppliers are therefore able to show us and themselves how much they have improved in terms of sustainability performance.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Cesare Guarini Head of Procurement - Strategy Initiatives








 EA EngineeringEA is a 100% employee-owned public benefit corporation that provides environmental, compliance, natural resources, and infrastructure engineering and management solutions to a wide range of public and private sector clients.
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It was in great interest to us as an organization to have EcoVadis come in and look at exactly what we are doing to give us some opportunities to learn what we can improve upon, as well as what we are doing well and maybe create opportunities to enhance those aspects of our program.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Michael Battle Chief Operating Officer








 FirmenichFirmenich SA is a private Swiss company in the fragrance and flavor business. It is the largest privately owned company in the field and ranks number two worldwide. Firmenich has created perfumes for over 100 years and produced a number of well-known scents.
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EcoVadis has become a strategic tool for us and a way to structure what we do. And also a way to engage our teams. From a business point of view, a lot of our clients who know EcoVadis ask for EcoVadis Rating. It certainly helps create a common ground with our clients as well. I think we are looking forward in the future to do the same with our suppliers and to create this very interesting positive chain, from brands all the way down to farmers or suppliers in our other fields.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Bérangère Magarinos-Ruchat Global Head of Sustainability 








 Gibson, DunnGibson, Dunn & Crutcher, with more than 1,800 lawyers in 20 offices in major cities throughout the United States, Europe, the Middle East and Asia, is committed to providing the highest quality legal services to its clients.
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“Gibson Dunn is proud to partner with EcoVadis to conduct a detailed review and action oriented assessment of the Firm’s supply chain.  As a thought leader in the area of ESG, Gibson Dunn is rightly held to the high standards our clients expect when managing risks and proactively responding to sustainability concerns.  Through our EcoVadis engagement, we are able to work collaboratively with our suppliers to ensure our supply chain appropriately aligns with Gibson Dunn’s values in sustainability.”

 Karen Sheahan Director, Procurement








 HenkelFounded in 1876, Henkel operates worldwide in three business areas: Adhesive Technologies, Beauty Care and Laundry & Home Care.
The company holds leading positions in both industrial and consumer businesses thanks to brands, innovations and technologies such as Persil, Schwarzkopf and Loctite.
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Besides the metrics, EcoVadis provides a point of entry for discussion with our suppliers, enabling dialogue about innovation. These can potentially result in joint opportunities, creating a competitive advantage for Henkel or simply securing supply.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Katrin Feyerabend Global Head Responsible Sourcing








 Johnson & JohnsonJohnson & Johnson is a holding company, which engages in the research and development, manufacture and sale of products in the health care field. It operates through the following segments: Consumer, Pharmaceutical, and Medical Devices.
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By partnering with our suppliers, we can strengthen the social, environmental and economic performance of our supply chain, reducing our collective footprints and strengthening our companies as well. EcoVadis helps us to map our supplier conformance to J&J Responsibility Standards.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Len DeCandia Chief Procurement Officer








 L’orealL’Oréal S.A. is a French personal care company headquartered in Clichy, Hauts-de-Seine with a registered office in Paris. It is the world’s largest cosmetics company and has developed activities in the field concentrating on hair colour, skin care, sun protection, make-up, perfume, and hair care.
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We have more than 70.000 suppliers, and I'm just talking about tier one. Knowing this very large scope, I need people around me to help me drive my action plans.

 Regine Lucas Chief Sustainable Finance Officer chez L'Oréal








 LVMHLVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE is a luxury goods company. Its business activities are divided into various business groups, including Wines & Spirits, Fashion & Leather Goods, Perfumes & Cosmetics, Watches & Jewelry, Selective retailing and Other activities.
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New regulations can be helpful because until recently sustainability was something that each LVMH House had to approach on its own. Now, with Sapin II and "Devoir de vigilance" (Duty of Care) regulations, especially in France, the group as a whole is also responsible for what happens at the subsidiary level. This means we need to create more links between what can be done at House level, the business line level, or at the group level. It also strengthens all the synergies we want to create between our subsidiaries. This is a very positive thing for us. The advice I would give about using EcoVadis is that it can help you to make a quick and fairly accurate mapping of the suppliers who are at risk

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Christian Galichon CPO, LVMH








 ManpowerGroupManpowerGroup is the world leader in innovative workforce solutions, connecting human potential to the power of business. ManpowerGroup serves both large and small organizations across all industry sectors through our brands and offerings: ManpowerGroup Solutions, Experis, Manpower and Right Management.
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We use the EcoVadis assessment as our common standard to educate local teams about global client expectations, discover areas of potential risk, and identify good practices to share across the organization.

	 Watch testimonial 

 JoAnn Strickon Global Sustainability Manager








 NestléNestlé SA is a nutrition, health and wellness company, which engages in the manufacture, supply and production of prepared dishes and cooking aids, milk-based products, pharmaceuticals and ophthalmic goods, baby foods and cereals.
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We have found EcoVadis to be extremely efficient and useful to manage most of our service and indirect materials suppliers. Through EcoVadis we are able to get a deep understanding of our suppliers' practices. 
 Aligned with Nestlé Responsible Sourcing, EcoVadis gives suppliers a unique way to demonstrate their sustainability performance by building on what they already have.
 For buying organizations such as Nestlé, the EcoVadis platform is one of the tools we use to avoid duplication and to ensure effective collaboration on responsible sourcing with our strategic suppliers.

	 View Case Study 
	Watch Testimonial
 

 Taylor Miller Responsible Sourcing Manager








 StellantisStellantis is a leading global automaker and mobility provider that offers clean, connected, affordable and safe mobility solutions.
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It starts with the strategy we ask every buyer and every commodity to have. When they have a strategy, every supplier who are part of it must already have a CSR rating. This means that before any call for tenders is launched, CSR is part of it. And then, of course, we keep in mind that when each buyer presents something to the whole group, they want to make a call for tenders, CSR must be in order.

 Erik Richter Sustainable Procurement Manager


If you look at our vehicles, more than 90% of what they are made of is purchased....This is why we are working in the purchasing department to ensure that all the vehicles on the street are produced in a sustainable way. Here we really have a very big job to do. There’s also something for us in it, it's a pleasure to do that and we really feel empowered to do it to really drive the industry in that. I think this is a natural thing to do.

 Erik Richter Sustainable Procurement Manager








 UPMUPM products include pulp, paper, plywood, sawn timber, labels and composites, bioenergy, biofuels for transport, biochemicals and nano products. The company is the world’s leading producer of graphic papers and second-largest producer of self-adhesive label materials.
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UPM has a rather large supply base. We have over 25,000 suppliers, and we source a lot of different raw materials. For us, it's crucial to know where the risks are. We need tools that help us decide where to focus our actions.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Nina Njorama Director of Social Responsibility








 VerescenceVerescence is the world leader in glass bottle manufacturing for the Perfumery and Cosmetics Industry and has been supplying the biggest brands with glass for over 120 years.
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We were evaluated EcoVadis for several years due to our customers' request. Three years ago, we took the decision at the executive committee level to choose Ecovadis as the internal reference for our sustainability initiatives. That allowed us to structure our CSR system because the EcoVadis reference framework covers all of the CSR issues and, on the other hand, it also allowed us to align the different subsidiaries with the group's strategy and ensure that the deployment of this strategy was both measurable and aligned with the group's strategies.

	Watch Testimonial
 

 Alain Thorre Executive Director of Quality CSR and Continuous Improvement 
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EcoVadis Sustainability Intelligence Suite
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Procurement and supply chain
Comprehensive value chain sustainability solution:
	Fast, contactless risk screening and analysis
	Ratings and Scorecards for efficient due diligence
	Corrective action tools for risk mitigation
	Carbon Action Manager for GHG reduction
	360 monitoring, dashboards & reporting
	Full program management and onboarding included

Learn more
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Suppliers / Getting Assessed
A guided sustainability journey to comply and create value:
	Questionnaire customized to industry, country and size
	Actionable scorecard and benchmarks
	Assess once, share and comply everywhere
	E-learning, carbon calculator and improvement tools
	Medals to showcase your performance
	Interface and support in 14+ languages

Learn more
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Ready to get started?
I am interested in:
 Assessing my Trading Partners Assessing my Company
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CONTACT US
We have offices in France, United States, United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Mauritius, Poland, Canada, Germany, Japan, Spain and Singapore.

 CONTACT US
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 Scope 3 Decarbonization accelerates! See the Latest Strategies and Key Figures.
 View Now
NEW: Barometer 2024: Transforming Procurement into a Strategic Sustainability & Resilience Partner
 View Now

 
 



               